One Wild Ride

A sequel to Bikers Librarian. (While this
book can be read as a standalone, your
enjoyment will be enhanced by reading
Bikers Librarian first.) As secretary of the
Lords of Mayhem, Moose cherishes his
freedom. But when his best friend gets
engaged and he takes on the role of best
man, chemistry explodes between him and
Joey, the maid of honor. Hes torn between
his need to roam and her hot, sweet love.
The choice becomes even harder when
unexpected complications arise. As the
daughter of a reformed motorcycle club
whore, Joey has always been fascinated by
the lifestyle and wondered about her absent
father. When the sparks fly between her
and Moose, she finds herself drawn deeper
into the world that nearly destroyed her
mother. As Joey struggles to find her place
in Mayhem and Mooses heart, the past
comes to call and threatens to destroy it all.
Reader Advisory: This story has graphic
sexual language and scenesno closed
bedroom doors (or other rooms) here!
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